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Hiking, biking and flying amid craggy peaks and open plains, or watching a spectacular desert

sunset, becomes possible with this guidebook. Watch wildlife in the savannah, engage in the vibrant

cultures of San, Khoikhoi, Zulu and Xhosa or live it up in cities bursting with culinary, cultural and

vineyard delights. Lonely Planet guides are written by experts who get to the heart of every

destination they visit. This fully updated edition is packed with accurate, practical and honest advice,

designed to give you the information you need to make the most of your trip. In This Guide: Unique

Green Index to help you make your travels ecofriendly. Expanded itineraries take you from cape to

coast or on the roads less travelled. Color wildlife chapter written by a natural-history expert.
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I was looking for a travel book that had good section about Kruger National park and this one while

having info on the whole country has limited value for just a single area such as Kruger. The book

though is well written however the sections contain limited info. For example if you are looking for

lodging you will find very few listed and this is the same for eating places. The book I found is more

a summary that can be read very quickly. If you are looking for substantial detailed info on a

particular area this book will have to be supplemented. There are a limited number of page maps in

the copy I have but no country wide large map. That would have been handy.



This review is for the Kindle version of the 2009 LP South Africa, Lesotho, Swaziland guide

bookPROS- Very good content from Lonely Planet; meets expectationsCONS- Kindle version is

difficult to navigate, especially the TOC; regardless of whether you're reading on an iPad, Kindle, or

computer- No color photographs, maps or other visuals

I am positively surprised by the level of detail and professionalism. A true companion to plan your

visit well ahead and to avoid subsequent disappointments. Being now in the planning phase of my

trip I just cannot wait to actually visit South Africa in March 2012 as the book brings everything to

life.

Thank you LP!

Great price! Very happy. Item was as described. Brand new, helped plan my trip to South Africa!

Thank you :)

as all planet books, filled with lots of good info

Lonely Planet needs to rethink how they organize these digital versions. If they took the time to do

some indexing for each entry, it would be so convenient to use. While traveling, you typically need

to search for information based on location or type of query (food, transport, hotels, etc.). I found the

search functionality really challenging.However, it was nice to have some of the maps available for

use without carrying a bulky book.Overall it was nice to have, but I just wish it were better organized

and easier to navigate within and search.

Lonely Planet guides continue to impress me. I am so excited and looking forward to everything the

guide tells me about. Handy hints, helpful information and teasing me to see more and more of this

country!
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